STAY SAFE with AmSafe

lightweight seatbelts
Every time you fly, chances are you buckle up with AmSafe.
Now, the world’s leading seatbelt has just got lighter –
fifty grams lighter than our traditional seatbelt.

The number-one seatbelt just got lighter
The new lightweight seatbelt has the same patented features and performance
qualities you have come to expect from AmSafe restraints. It has the same attach
points as the conventional AmSafe seatbelt and can be retrofitted onto any airline
passenger seat.
®

Using high-performance materials and design techniques, AmSafe has developed
a passenger seatbelt that provides significant weight savings when used throughout
an airline’s fleet. AmSafe has also improved the design of its traditional teardrop
buckle. The new ergonomic style of the AmSafe buckle is perfectly suited for the
modern seats and interiors of new aircraft yet meets the state-of-the-art standards
of 16g compliance and retains the patented teardrop shape passengers know
and trust.

The lightweight
seatbelt is designed
to meet the new
considerations given
to lightweight seats
and aircraft
interiors.

features and benefits
Lighter in weight when compared to a standard aviation seatbelt
Ergonomic lift-release buckle design
90 and 30 degree buckle release angles available
Available in polyester & nylon webbing with over 160 color options
Can be retrofitted with existing seat attach points
Accommodates both premium and economy seats
Available with custom plating and customer logos
Meets TSO/ETSO C22g requirements

Available with custom plating
and customer logos

For further information about our products and services, visit our website: www.amsafe.com

STAY SAFE with AmSafe
AmSafe has been in the aviation restraint business for more than 50 years,
and we continue to look for ways to improve our products. The new lightweight
seatbelt is an example of taking a proven technology and optimizing its design
to meet the challenges of our customers. This lightweight version is not meant to
replace the standard AmSafe seatbelt but rather offers our customers a modern
lightweight seatbelt option to support environmental and cost-savings initiatives.

repair and service
Refurbish to full production standard with full manufacturer’s warranty
Full inspection upon receipt
 ertified to meet all aviation authority requirements
C
(FAA, CAAC, ANAC, CAA, and EASA)
Full production testing with expert engineering support
Guaranteed return time
 ne stop for all of your restraint repair needs –
O
pilot/copilot, cabin attendant and passenger
Ergonomic lift-release buckle design

Expedited AOG services available on request

Worldwide Customer Support and Service
As the world leader in crew and passenger restraint
systems, we have dedicated continuous support and
service centers located around the world – you can
depend on AmSafe to provide you with technical
expertise for your restraint requirements.
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